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Abstract


Forest disturbances are increasing in extent and intensity, annually altering the structure and function of affected systems across millions of acres. Land managers need rapid assessment tools that can be used to characterize disturbance events across space and to meet forest planning needs. Unlike vegetation management projects and wildfire events, which typically are well documented, there is often insufficient data on the extent and intensity of insect and disease outbreaks during periods between intensive inventories. This report describes a rapid assessment approach using normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite sensor at a resolution of 250 m to survey within-year forest damage from insect outbreaks. We aggregated the mean biennial NDVI loss (ratio of NDVI values in the target year and NDVI values in the baseline year) for vegetation polygons (stands) in a study area within the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest in north-central Colorado and classified these stands to produce tabular summaries of NDVI loss by stand species composition, canopy cover, and tree size. NDVI loss by species class corresponds well at the regional scale with trends in forest health aerial detection survey estimates of trees killed by damage agents. However, our results were confounded by drought response and scale/aggregation issues at the stand level. The methods presented here show promise and can be quickly applied to any forested landscape with spatially explicit stand information. Stand-level data produced with these techniques can be used to characterize vegetation for stand reassessments, forest planning efforts, as well as to study insect and disease activity across a range of spatial and temporal scales.
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Introduction

Forests and woodlands in the United States are increasingly susceptible to large disturbances that can alter the structure, function, and composition of these ecosystems (Dale et al. 2001). Disturbances can be attributed to wildfire or prescribed fire, harvest, extreme weather events, and insect and disease outbreaks that can result in extensive overstory mortality. Managers are challenged with monitoring the condition of these forests and maintaining accurate data on forest conditions while facing limited resources and administrative constraints. Disturbances of an emergent nature such as wildfire are usually well documented both in terms of location and intensity during suppression and subsequent rehabilitation efforts (USGS 2014), and data on vegetation management activities (harvest, prescribed fire) are also typically well maintained. Forest pest outbreaks develop over multiple years and vary greatly in intensity across the landscape. Although forest pest outbreaks are monitored in many areas annually, near-real-time outbreaks can be monitored at a coarse resolution using satellite imagery.

Forest health aerial detection surveys (ADS) are conducted annually over all forested land in the United States to map pest and weather damage. Data from these surveys are the basis of regional and national insect and disease monitoring reports (e.g., Harris 2013). Data from the ADS are collected by an observer trained in visual identification of host species and damage agents in the survey area. Observed damage is sketched on an electronic map, and the host, damaging agent, and intensity (affected trees per acre) are recorded. Such ADS data are a subjective interpretation of the landscape and can differ considerably in quality, extent, and resolution (Harris and Dawson 1979, Wulder et al. 2006). Lighting conditions, experience of the observer, intensity of the damage, and multiple years of damage are factors in the accuracy of mapping (McConnell et al. 2000). Additionally, products derived from ADS can be difficult to compile across multiple years with different observers and damage levels. Despite these shortcomings, ADS data are the standard for local, regional, and national monitoring of forest insect and disease activity. See Johnson and Wittwer (2008) for details on ADS.

The U.S. Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program maintains a network of plots on forest land across all ownerships in the United States. Remeasurement of these plots has fostered efforts to use these data to assess forest mortality (Shaw et al. 2005, Thompson 2009). However, remeasurement of the same plot (30 m diameter, 1 plot per 2428 ha) is conducted every 5 years in the Eastern United States and every 10 years in the West. Remeasurement requires significant expertise and may be difficult to relate to continuous stand.
Remote-sensing technology has the potential to provide unbiased, place-based, temporally repeatable information on forest insect and disease outbreaks consistently across large landscapes by recording changes in the spectral reflectance resulting from these outbreaks. Researchers have successfully used satellite data to detect impacts from forest insect and disease outbreaks (de Beurs and Townsend 2008, Hicke and Logan 2009, Meddens et al. 2013, Spruce et al. 2011a, Wulder et al. 2006). Increased availability of current and historical satellite data has spawned new approaches to extract forest disturbance information for retrospective monitoring at 1- to 5-year intervals (e.g., Masek et al. 2013, Wulder et al. 2012), as well as historical disturbance (Assal et al. 2014, Neigh et al. 2014). Trend analysis methods using the Landsat data archive have shown some success in discerning insect and disease damage from other forms of forest disturbance (Goodwin et al. 2008, Masek et al. 2013, Meddens et al. 2013, Meigs et al. 2011). Near-real-time applications such as the forest disturbance recognition and tracking system (ForWARN) developed by the U.S. Forest Service Eastern Forest Environmental Threat Assessment Center (Norman et al. 2013, 2014), and the Forest Disturbance Monitor (FDM) developed by the U.S. Forest Service Forest Health and Technology Enterprise Team (FHTET) (USDA FS 2015), use intensity of disturbance and recovery patterns in the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument to detect and attribute source of disturbance. MODIS is on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) EOS (Earth Observing System) Terra and Aqua Earth-imaging satellites, collecting energy reflected or emitted from the Earth in 36 different spectral bands with ground resolutions of 250-m (Bands 1–2), 500 m (Bands 3–7), and 1000 m (Bands 8–36) (Townshend and Justice 2002). The published resolution for 250 m products is based on arc-seconds at the equator, and actual resolution of MODIS 250-m data is 232 m. Because of its presence on two satellites with offsetting orbits, MODIS instruments can obtain two daily views of the Earth’s surface for most locations across the globe. The ForWARN and FDM applications leverage changes in NDVI from this database to distinguish and attribute vegetation or land surface changes over time.
A need exists for methods that translate raster-based data available from satellite imagery into forest stand information used by land managers. In this report, we describe a process we have developed to build geospatial databases of forest disturbances using NDVI data, and we provide examples of how these data can be interpreted. Forest disturbance in this case is characterized as a reduction in NDVI, specifically where the ratio of the maximum NDVI value for the target year and the maximum NDVI value for the baseline year is less than one. In our study, the baseline had minimal disturbance once disturbance attributable to wildfire and harvest had been removed. The progression of the disturbance can be tracked through the analysis period based on this ratio. Last, we qualitatively compared our NDVI loss measurements with tree mortality estimates from the ADS data.

The NDVI has been extensively used to monitor and assess vegetation greenness based on the reflectance data from the red R (MODIS Band 1) and near-infrared (NIR, MODIS Band 2) bands, and is highly correlated with the chlorophyll content of plants. It is considered to be a measure of plant production, health, or vigor (Jensen 2005). Studies have related NDVI to vegetation metrics such as leaf-area index (Wang et al. 2005), gross primary productivity (Rossini et al. 2012), evapotranspiration (Seevers and Ottman 1994), forest biomass (Dong et al. 2003) and forest insect and disease mortality (Assal et al. 2014, Meigs et al. 2011). Mathematically, the index is a ratio of the difference of the NIR and R bands and the sum of the same two bands. It is considered to be an improvement upon the simple ratio of the two bands because of its sensitivity to low vegetation densities and its ability to mitigate topographic and illumination effects (Huete et al. 2002). Scientists at NASA’s Stennis Space Center have developed phenology products covering the contiguous United States, including the maximum annual NDVI value achieved on a per-pixel basis (NDVI MAX) (Hargrove et al. 2009). This product is an annual composite of the maximum NDVI value pixels that occur at peak vegetation greenness of the growing season.

Our intent was to provide Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest (MBRNF) forest managers and resource specialists with maps of the intensity and time of disturbance, aggregated by forest stand polygon. These data can then indicate how much of the study area has been disturbed, where the disturbance has occurred, and what stand types and tree size classes have been affected. This information can also be used for prioritizing and allocating resources for re-censusing. Our approach was to classify the forest stand polygons into size (diameter), canopy cover, and composition classes, then calculate the decrease in NDVI for the polygons. Given that these datasets already exist, we intended the assessment tool to be fast (requiring less than 2 weeks to complete) and approximate.
Methods

Study Area

The MBRNF in north-central Colorado and south-central Wyoming has been experiencing an outbreak of mountain pine beetle (MPB) (*Dendroctonus ponderosae* Hopkins) for more than 10 years, with a peak disturbance occurring in 2008 and decline in subsequent years owing to host depletion (Harris 2013, Harris et al. 2002). The MPB is a native insect that reproduces in live trees. Feeding activities of the larvae typically result in the killing of the host tree. The preferred host species for MPB is lodgepole pine (PICO) (*Pinus contorta* Douglas ex Loudon). The bark beetle outbreak in the Western United States has resulted in extensive loss of mature PICO. For a complete discussion of MPB ecology and population dynamics, see Bentz et al. (2010). Concurrent with the MPB outbreak was widespread mortality of subalpine fir (ABLA) (*Abies lasiocarpa* Hooker) caused by a combination of root rot (*Armillaria* spp.) and western balsam bark beetle (*Dryocoetes confuses* Swaine) (Ciesla 2006); mortality of Engelmann spruce (PIEN) (*Picea engelmannii* Parry ex Engelmann) resulting from infestation by spruce beetles (SB) (*Dendroctonus rufipennis* Kirby); and mortality in quaking aspen (POTR) (*Populus tremuloides* Michx.) related to severe drought in 2000–2003. This aspen mortality has been named sudden aspen decline (SAD) (Worrall et al. 2010) and the combination of root rot and western balsam bark beetle infestation is called ABLA decline.

Because of dramatic changes in tree cover resulting from these outbreaks, MBRNF managers sought help to prioritize remeasurement of stands by locating undisturbed and disturbed stands and obtaining data on the type of disturbance and post-disturbance stand composition and basal area.

We selected the southern portion of the Parks Ranger District of the MBRNF (hereafter referred to as the study area) to cross-reference our results with another ongoing pilot project to redelineate and update the attributes of these stands. The study area ranges from 2500 to 3700 m in elevation and consists primarily of PICO- and ABLA-dominated forest stands (fig. 1). POTR and PIEN are also major components.

To gain a better understanding of the relationship of the MODIS NDVI loss to stand-level conditions, we qualitatively assessed the (MODIS) raster layers with current and historical aerial photography and with the MODIS NDVI Graph Tool, which is a utility available in the Forest Change Assessment Viewer, a Web-based interface for the ForWARN system (Norman et al. 2013). This tool allowed us to

---
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select a location on the map and return a graph with NDVI values in 8-day intervals for the period 2000–2013 (fig. 2). We examined the NDVI record for the years for which we have photography (2005, 2009, 2011, and 2013) and correlated decreases in NDVI observed in the raster layers and the graphs (for individual pixels) with mortality seen on the aerial photography. Geolocation error was minimized by use of an extension developed to integrate the MODIS NDVI Graph Tool into ArcMap™ software (Esri 2011). The extension allowed the user to select a location on the aerial photography and view the NDVI graph for that location.

Figure 1—The Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest spans the Wyoming-Colorado border. The 179,808 ha Parks Ranger District study area is located in north-central Colorado.

2 The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service.
Causes of Disturbance

An observed decrease in the NDVI MAX value between 2 years can have several causes in forested landscapes. Anthropogenic disturbances include harvest, fuels management (e.g., prescription burns), conversion to other uses, and road construction. Natural disturbance events such as wildfire, insect and disease outbreaks, and weather events account for the greatest amount of disturbance in this landscape. Separating these types of disturbances solely by using the MODIS spectral data is difficult. Even with advanced trend analysis of NDVI through time for a given pixel, confusion among causal factors exists (Schmidt 2014). Because our focus was on characterizing the insect and disease outbreak occurring in the study area, we excluded areas with vegetation management and wildfire activity; these areas were identified using ancillary data. The MBRNF staff provided data from the FACTS (Forest Service Activity Tracking System) database, which contains polygons of management activity for the analysis period. These activities were largely confined to the northern portion of the study area and included clearcutting, overstory removal, thinning, and fuels reduction treatments. These areas were masked out of the analysis to avoid any confusion with insect and disease disturbance. We used the data from GeoMAC (Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination, a geospatial data service for current and historical wildfires) to identify any wildfires that occurred during 2000–2012 (USGS 2014). We determined that there were no major wildfires in the study area in the period 2000–2012 (USGS 2014).

NDVI loss resulting from canopy damage caused by windstorms, hail, and ice damage can also be mistakenly identified as insect and disease damage. Forest health aerial surveyors map damage to forests from weather-related events in addition to insect and disease damage (Johnson and Wittwer 2008). We extracted any weather-related damage polygons from the ADS database and used these data to attribute areas of NDVI loss to weather events. The ADS collected from 2001 to 2012 did not contain any areas of damage resulting from weather events in the study area.

Drought conditions can depress NDVI values, but the degree to which they are reduced is highly dependent on the cover type. Evergreen needleleaf forests (the predominant cover type in the study area) have been shown to have low NDVI sensitivity to drought relative to other vegetation cover types such as grasslands and shrublands (Sims et al. 2014). Considering the large pixel size and thus the possibility that drought-sensitive cover types within a single pixel could depress NDVI, we identified drought periods in 2000–2012 and examined the NDVI loss data for error related to these conditions.
Classification of Stands

A polygon layer of stands in the study area was obtained from MBRNF staff; this layer was developed using common vegetation Unit (CVU) methods. CVUs are components of the Integrated Resource Inventory, which was developed by the Forest Service Rocky Mountain Region as a land classification system based on aerial photo interpretation (Wolf 1994). Attributes in the stand data are in the Forest Service field-sampled vegetation (FSVeg) format (USDA FS 2014). Dominant tree species were the primary criteria in delineating stands, with canopy cover and tree size as secondary characteristics. Polygons were attributed with photointerpreted percentages of canopy cover for four tree species (ABLA, PICO, PIEN, POTR); the percentage of canopy cover of three size classes—small (2.54 to 12.45 cm diameter at breast height [dbh]), medium (12.46 to 22.61 cm dbh), and large (>22.61 cm dbh); and total percentage of tree canopy cover (TCC). The sum of the percentages of species canopy cover equals the total percentage of canopy cover, which may not be greater than 100 percent. Relative canopy cover (RCC) was calculated for each species by dividing the species canopy cover by the total TCC. The source imagery for this photointerpretation was collected in 2001.

A classification scheme was developed by using the Model Maker Tool in ArcMap 10.1 software (Esri 2011) and applying it to the polygons. We developed our classification independent of any preexisting scheme. Our class definitions and breaks were heuristically based and designed to capture the variation in the landscape. The stands were classified by one composition type (dominant species) and two structural classes (canopy cover and size class). We attempted to design class breaks to capture the diversity of stand types within the study area. Each stand was placed into one of three total canopy cover classes: low (TCC ≤ 40 percent), moderate (TCC = 40 to 60 percent), and high (TCC > 60 percent). We defined seven species classes: nonforest (TCC ≤ 10 percent), woodland (TCC = 10 to 20 percent), ABLA (ABLA RCC > 60 percent), PICO (PICO RCC > 69 percent), PIEN (PIEN RCC > 60 percent), POTR (POTR RCC > 65 percent), and mixed (none of the other species criteria were met). Finally, each stand was assigned a size class based on RCC by tree size: small (RCC of small trees > 50 percent), medium (RCC of medium trees > 50 percent), and large (RCC of large and medium trees > 50 percent). Combining all three characteristics (specified by species, canopy cover, and size class) produced 63 potential composite forest classes, although not all were represented in the study area.

---

Calculating NDVI Loss

Annual NDVI MAX raster data for the years 2000–2012 were obtained from personnel at NASA's Stennis Space Center. These 250-m-resolution files were produced by using validated U.S. Geological Survey MODIS NDVI data (MOD13), which were processed to identify low-quality pixels and the maximum NDVI value for the specific year (McKellip et al. 2008; Ramsey et al. 2011; Spruce et al. 2011a, 2011b). The low-quality pixels were designated as “NoData.” For detailed information on MOD13 data, see Solano et al. (2010). We created NDVI change products by dividing the target year NDVI MAX values by the base year NDVI MAX values (fig. 2). This calculation was performed on each pixel. Values of less than 1 represented NDVI loss relative to the base year; conversely, values of more than 1 represented NDVI gain. Thus, NDVI change products compare peak of growing season NDVI for a given year to that of a base year. Our focus was on NDVI loss so those pixels with NDVI gain, which might represent understory recovery after canopy disturbance, were set to null (NoData) and so would have no effect on mean NDVI loss values. NDVI loss raster layers were created for the following base/target year pairs: 2000/2002, 2002/2004, 2004/2006, 2006/2008, 2008/2010, and 2010/2012.

We chose to calculate the NDVI loss raster layers biennially to reduce processing time and because we felt that comparing NDVI max values 2 years apart would adequately capture the changes of interest, and specifically new disturbance. The NDVI ratio raster files effectively isolate vegetation changes between two points in time—the target year and the base year. We prepared maps of these biennial raster layers to view the spatial distribution of NDVI loss through the analysis period. In this case, the NDVI change was due to loss, because NDVI gains were masked. To analyze the change that occurred on the landscape over the entire analysis period (2001–2012), we calculated the mean of the six biennial NDVI loss raster layers; this layer is a measure of overall mortality for each pixel during 2000–2012. In calculating this mean loss value, pixels with NDVI gain were masked out. We refer to this product as the 2001–2012 MEAN NDVI loss raster layer. To make a valid comparison to 2001–2012 ADS cumulative mortality, we summed the biennial raster layers, creating the 2000–2012 SUM NDVI loss raster layer. Before calculating this layer, “NoData” pixels were set to 1, which represented a pixel with no NDVI loss. Thus in the 2001–2012 SUM NDVI loss raster layer, a pixel with no NDVI loss had a value of 6 and pixels with loss were less than 6.
To apply the calculated NDVI loss to the vegetation polygons, we first resampled the raster data from 250 to 30 m so that the mix of NDVI loss values would be more equally represented in the polygons. Nearest neighbor methods were used to preserve the original pixel values. Next, we calculated the mean NDVI loss value for each polygon using the Zonal Statistics Tool in ArcGIS 10.1 software and summarized NDVI loss statistics for the various polygon classes.

A MODIS quarter-kilometer pixel covers 5.37 ha (231.66 by 231.66 m) and can include multiple vegetation types, each with potentially variable NDVI values. Thus, NDVI returned is the average for the whole pixel. Without ground truth data; it is not possible to determine which vegetation cover types contribute to this averaged, whole-pixel value. This has implications for small (≤10 ha) stands in which
very few or no whole MODIS pixel contributes to the MEAN NDVI loss value for the stand (polygon). Also, if one or more pixels overlapped the stand boundary, the area outside of the stand will influence the NDVI loss value and possibly result in a value that is not representative of the stand. To compensate for this source of error, we statistically ranked the composite classes by NDVI loss and area using Microsoft Excel® 2010 software. Ranking serves to identify classes that are high in total area. We have greater confidence in NDVI loss values for these classes because a greater number of pixels are contributing to the calculated values. To calculate a combined NDVI loss/area rank, we ranked the mean of these two values and produced a table of the composite classes sorted by this higher confidence, combined rank.

**ADS Data**

ADS polygon data for the study area were obtained from FHTET for each year in the period 2001–2012. Damage polygons were attributed with a primary damage agent, damage type (mortality or defoliation), intensity (trees per acre killed for mortality or severity [low: \( \leq 50 \) percent defoliation or high: \( \geq 50 \) percent defoliation] for defoliating agents), survey year, and polygon acres (USDA FS 2005). With these attributes, we were able to summarize the number of trees killed by the primary damage agents for the analysis period (2001–2012) and for each of the biennial periods. The ADS mortality (trees killed) for the 2 years in each biennial period was summed, for example, the ADS mortality for the period 2006–2008 would be the sum of trees killed in 2007 and 2008. In this example, ADS mortality in 2006 is not included because it is the baseline year in the NDVI loss calculation. Using intersect and union geographic information system (GIS) tools (Esri 2011), we created a cumulative mortality layer that depicts all mortality in the period 2001–2012. The zonal statistics tool (Esri 2011) was used to calculate the mean 2001–2012 cumulative mortality value for each stand.

**Results**

The most abundant species class both in terms of area and number of polygons was PICO (40,026 ha; 2,735 polygons) (table 1). The high canopy cover class was the most represented canopy class by areal extent and number of polygons (51,359 ha; 3,254 polygons). The large size class was the most abundant size class by area (39,477 ha), and the medium size class was represented by the most polygons (3,086) (table 1). In the woodland class, the mean relative percentage of canopy cover of tree species was PICO (47 percent), followed by ABLA (27 percent), PIEN (10 percent), and POTR (16 percent). Similarly, the mean values for the mixed class were PICO (36 percent), ABLA (25 percent), PIEN (30 percent), and POTR (9 percent).
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NDVI Target Year/Baseline Year Ratios (NDVI Loss)

Both the biennial target-baseline and the 2001–2012 MEAN NDVI loss raster datasets ranged from 0 to 1. These ratios represent the NDVI loss of the target year relative to the baseline year with smaller values representing greater decrease from the baseline year (greater loss). Figure 3A displays the SUM NDVI loss values for each stand; it is the sum of the NDVI loss for each biennial period compiled at the FSVeG stand level. For comparison, the cumulative (total) number of trees killed according to ADS data is displayed in fig. 3B. Similarly, the 2001–2012 mean NDVI loss raster values for the stands are shown in figure 4A. The majority of the stands in the top two symbol classes (0.814–0.924 NDVI loss) in figure 4A are in the PICO and mixed species classes. The mean number of trees killed according to ADS data is displayed in figure 4B.

The extent and intensity of NDVI loss and ADS mortality for each biennial time period are displayed in figures 5 and 6. The biennial NDVI raster layers show temporal and spatial variation in NDVI loss within the analysis period. For example, in the period 2000–2002 (fig. 5A), there was substantial NDVI loss in PICO stands in the southern and western portions of the study area, followed by relatively dispersed loss.

Table 1—Summary of the area and number of field-sampled vegetation stands (FSVeG) in each of the categories based on the Jenks natural breaks algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominant tree species</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Number of polygons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abies lasiocarpa</td>
<td>2216</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus contorta</td>
<td>40026</td>
<td>2,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picea engelmannii</td>
<td>3467</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populus tremuloides</td>
<td>7508</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus contorta</td>
<td>3232</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus contorta, Abies lasiocarpa</td>
<td>20253</td>
<td>1,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus contorta, Abies lasiocarpa</td>
<td>14311</td>
<td>1,387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size class
- Large: >22.61 cm 39,477 2,707
- Medium: 12.46–22.61 cm 37,031 3,086
- Small: 2.54–12.45 cm 14,503 1,525

Canopy cover
- High: >60 percent: 51,359 3,254
- Moderate: >40 percent, <60 percent: 15,416 1,498
- Low: <40 percent: 24,237 2,566

ABLA = subalpine fir; PICO = lodgepole pine; PIEN = Engelmann spruce; POTR = quaking aspen.
Figure 3—(A) Sum of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss during the period 2001–2012 for the FSVeG stands. Biennial NDVI loss pixel values were averaged for each stand and then summed over the six biennial periods. Nonforest and timber harvest areas are rendered in white. Class breaks were determined using the Jenks natural breaks algorithm; (B) total tree mortality as detected over the same period by aerial detection surveys.
Figure 4—(A) Mean normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss during the period 2001–2012 for the FSveg stands. Biennial NDVI loss pixel values were averaged and these values spatially averaged for each stand. Nonforest and timber harvest areas are rendered in white. Class breaks were determined using the Jenks natural breaks algorithm; (B) mean tree mortality as detected over the same period by aerial detection surveys.
Figure 5—Study area maps for each biennial period between 2000 and 2006 showing the variation in normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss vs. mortality detected by aerial observers (aerial detection survey [ADS] data). The NDVI pixel values are the ratio of the NDVI annual maximum value for the target year over the NDVI annual maximum value baseline year. For example, in (A), the pixel values are the ratio of 2002 NDVI max/2000 NDVI max. The corresponding map (B) displays the cumulative ADS data mortality for the same time period (2001 and 2002). (C) NDVI loss vs. (D) ADS mortality for the period 2002–2004; (E) NDVI loss vs. (F) ADS mortality for the period 2004–2006.
Figure 5—continued.
Figure 5—continued.
Figure 6—Study area maps for each biennial period between 2006 and 2012 showing the variation in normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss and mortality detected by aerial observers (aerial detection survey [ADS] data) (see fig. 5). (A) 2008 NDVI max over 2006 NDVI max; (B) cumulative ADS data mortality for the same time period (2007 and 2008); (C) NDVI loss vs. (D) ADS mortality for the period 2008–2010; (E) NDVI loss vs. (F) ADS mortality for the period 2010–2012.
Figure 6—continued.
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Figure 6—continued.
for the next two biennial periods (figs. 5C and 5E). The period 2006–2008 shows some concentrated NDVI loss in stands of large PICO in the west-central portion of the study area (fig. 6A). 2010–2012 (fig. 6E), and marked a loss comparable to 2000–2002.

The analysis area was surveyed completely each year during the study period (2000–2012). The damage agents with the highest number of affected acres and trees killed (or damaged as the case for aspen) from the 2001–2012 ADS data were (1) MPB, (2) ABLA decline, (3) spruce beetle, and (4) SAD/aspen defoliation (table 2). In terms of intensity (trees killed/hectare), MPB was highest, followed by spruce beetle, ABLA decline, and SAD/aspen defoliation. The mean size of the ADS damage polygons collected was 79 ha, and the mean number of trees killed per hectare was 9.3.

Open woodlands (WL) had the greatest average biennial NDVI loss of all the forested species classes, followed by PICO, ABLA, mixed, PIEN, and POTR (table 3). The NDVI loss was the highest in the moderate canopy cover classes of medium-sized PICO (table 4). The least disturbance was experienced by the POTR stand type, with moderate cover in the small tree size class (table 5). PICO–high–medium (dominant tree species/canopy cover/tree size class) had the highest combined rank of disturbance (greatest damage and areal cover), and ABLA–moderate–large had the lowest combined rank (table 5).


Table 2—Trees killed and affected area for each damage agent in the analysis period 2001–2012 extracted from the forest health aerial detection survey data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damage agent</th>
<th>Area affected</th>
<th>Trees killed</th>
<th>Trees killed per hectare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hectares</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain pine beetle</td>
<td>184 755</td>
<td>3,312,729</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Abies lasiocarpa</em> decline</td>
<td>31 487</td>
<td>179,655</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spruce beetle</td>
<td>12 113</td>
<td>152,783</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden aspen decline and aspen tortrix defoliationa</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— = No data.

a Aspen decline resulting from tortrix defoliation does not typically cause tree mortality.
Table 3—Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss statistics (mean and standard deviation [SD]) during 2001–2012 for the field-sampled vegetation (FSVeg) classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSVeg stand class</th>
<th>Mean NDVI loss 2001–2012</th>
<th>SD NDVI loss 2001–2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodland</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABLA</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.0302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.0290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIEN</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTR</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Classes are presented in order of decreasing disturbance.
PICO = lodgepole pine; ABLA = subalpine fir; PIEN = Engelmann spruce; POTR = quaking aspen.

Table 4—Combined ranking values for the five forested (canopy cover > 10 percent) composite classes with the highest combined rank scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSVeg class</th>
<th>Canopy cover</th>
<th>Size class</th>
<th>Rank, mean NDVI loss</th>
<th>Rank, area</th>
<th>Combined rank&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodland</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FSVeg = field-sampled vegetation; NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index; PICO = lodgepole pine; PIEN = Engelmann spruce; POTR = quaking aspen.

<sup>a</sup> Combined rank is the mean of area rank and mean NDVI loss rank. Only forested composite classes with > 10 polygons were considered in this ranking. The nonforest class was ranked 1.

Table 5—Combined ranking values for the five forested (canopy cover > 10 percent) composite classes with the lowest combined rank scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSVeg class</th>
<th>Canopy cover</th>
<th>Size class</th>
<th>Rank, mean NDVI loss</th>
<th>Rank, area</th>
<th>Combined rank&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIEN</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTR</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTR</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABLA</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FSVeg = field-sampled vegetation; NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index; PIEN = Engelmann spruce; POTR = quaking aspen; ABLA = subalpine fir.

<sup>a</sup> Combined rank is the rank of the mean of area rank and mean NDVI loss rank. Only forested composite classes with > 10 polygons were considered in this ranking.
Discussion

NDVI loss as observed in this study generally reflected the characteristics of the MPB epidemic, the dominant disturbance agent that affected the dominant stand type in the study area during the analysis period (2000–2012). The preferred host for MPB in the study area is large PICO trees in relatively dense stand conditions. Three of the top five NDVI loss stand types were of the PICO type with moderate or high canopy cover and medium or large trees (table 4). In addition, the stand type exhibiting the highest 2001–2012 NDVI loss was WL, which had a high PICO component (47 percent relative canopy cover) (table 3).

However, the high NDVI loss in WL may be indicative of understory drought stress, given that tree canopy cover was less than 20 percent in this class. The POTR stands had the least NDVI loss of all the stand types (table 5). With overstory POTR decline (sudden aspen decline), understory vegetation likely increased owing to increased resource availability (light, nutrients, and water), and the decrease in overstory vegetation was likely compensated for by the increase in NDVI resulting from understory “release.” Also, NDVI has the tendency to saturate on high-biomass sites (Huete et al. 2002), so the loss of POTR overstory canopy may not be detected. In contrast, woodlands are lower in overstory canopy cover and are less likely to saturate, and understory is more consistently detectable by the satellite sensor. Any changes in woodlands understory would affect the NDVI response.

ADS Data

Aspen defoliation is typically the result of an infestation of the large aspen tortrix (Choristoneura confictiana Walker) and was grouped for this analysis with SAD. Theoretically, aspen defoliation owing to tortrix infestation and SAD could be differentiated on the basis of the rate of defoliation (fast, within growing season, or slow, over several years). However, in the ADS data, aspen defoliation was recorded as either mortality or defoliation depending on the year of the survey, thus we were not able to reliably calculate the number of trees killed prior to 2007.

Mountain Pine Beetle mortality was the dominant damage agent over the period of study 2001–2012, and the preferred host, medium and large PICO in high-canopy-cover stands, was also the most common stand type. The total number of trees that succumbed to MPB was 18 to 21 times that of other common damage agents, ABLA decline and spruce beetle (table 2). On a biennial basis, MPB mortality was 2 to 10 times that of the other damage agents (fig. 7B). The majority of mortality in mixed stands was recorded in 2005–2008 (fig. 6B). Subalpine fir mortality was
Figure 7—(A) Mean normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) loss (expressed as 1 – NDVI loss) for each of the FSVeg stand classes with a single dominant species. Values are displayed for each biennial period. (B) number of trees killed by the top three damage agents in each biennial period from the aerial detection survey (ADS) database.
more than 60,000 trees (according to the ADS data) in 2000–2002 and 2002–2004, then decreased steadily to around 500 trees in 2011 and 2012. The trend for spruce beetle was the opposite, with no mortality recorded in 2001 or 2002, followed by a steady increase to more than 118,000 trees in 2011 and 2012.

**ADS and NDVI—Two Views Across Space and Time**

The 2001–2012 mean NDVI loss generally reflects the characteristics of the insect and disease outbreaks that occurred in the study area during the analysis period. These patterns are consistent with the observations in the Forest Service’s Forest Health Conditions Reports for the analysis period (Harris et al. 2002; Harris 2010, 2013), and in the metrics extracted from the ADS data. The four dominant insect and disease disturbance agents identified in the ADS data for the study area—MPB, ABLA decline, spruce beetle, and aspen decline (tortrix and SAD)—are generally attributable to a single host, and therefore we can relate them directly to the NDVI loss values in the stand types with their corresponding dominant host in table 3. The ADS estimates of trees killed over the analysis period (2001–2012) followed the same order as the NDVI loss values with MPB (PICO preferred host) followed by ABLA decline (ABLA preferred host), spruce beetle (PIEN preferred host), and aspen defoliation/SAD (table 2). Woodlands were an exception, although their high NDVI loss can be expected considering the high PICO content (47 percent relative canopy cover) and low (< 20 percent) total tree canopy cover, which exposes the more drought-sensitive understory vegetation.

When we examined NDVI loss and ADS trees killed for each of the biennial periods, the effect of drought recovery on NDVI values became apparent. Colorado experienced severe drought in 2002, and chronic drought in 2000, 2001, and 2003 (Spruce et al. 2011b). The NDVI values are sensitive to both production and foliar moisture, so we would expect to see substantial NDVI loss during this period. However, NDVI loss decreased from 2000 to 2006 (fig. 7A). During the same period, ADS PICO mortality increased from less than 150,000 trees to more than 900,000 (fig. 7B). This pattern can also be seen in the biennial maps for 2002–2004 (figs. 5C and 5D) and 2004–2006 (figs. 5E and 5F). A likely factor in this discrepancy is masking of NDVI loss resulting from PICO mortality by drought recovery in 2003–2004. The baseline year (2000) was at the height of a record-setting drought, so with the return of normal (average regional) precipitation in 2004, the NDVI ratio (target year/baseline year) in many areas showed NDVI gain rather than loss. This confounding factor to the direct relationship between ADS trees killed and NDVI loss also seems likely considering the possibility of mixed vegetation types within a single 5.37-ha MODIS pixel. Following
the drought recovery, ADS-assessed MPB tree mortality and PICO NDVI loss both peaked in 2007–2008, then a rapid decline in tree mortality occurred while NDVI loss values remained stable. NDVI loss in all stand classes was probably affected by this drought recovery. ABLA NDVI loss was reduced in 2003, while the ADS subalpine fir mortality remained stable. Another consideration is the nature of aerial survey compared to the way the MODIS instrument “sees” the landscape. The human eye is able to discern dispersed insect and disease overstory mortality in a drought recovery year, whereas the MODIS instrument cannot make this distinction. Especially problematic are open, mixed-species stands such as ABLA/PIEN mixes at high elevations. ABLA stands had an average TCC of only 38 percent and an average RCC of 38 percent PIEN. PIEN stands also contained a substantial amount of ABLA (33 percent RCC). Considering these mixed stands, timing of pests, and thus mixed reflectance as detected by MODIS, it is not surprising that ABLA and PIEN stands do not show a strong direct relationship between NDVI loss and trees killed. Drought recovery in the understory of the relatively open ABLA stands likely obscured NDVI loss associated with subalpine fir decline that we see in the ADS data for 2002–2004. The lack of trees killed by subalpine fir decline in 2011 and 2012 was not reflected in the NDVI loss data for the same period; NDVI loss for ABLA stands for 2011 and 2012 was nearly as high as in 2000–2002. At the same time, a substantial increase in trees killed by spruce beetle was apparent in the ADS data. It may be the PIEN component in the ABLA stands that drove this high NDVI loss. The NDVI loss in the POTR class followed the “drought recovery” pattern with a decrease in loss coinciding with increased precipitation in 2004. Aspen decline was recorded as defoliation and, as such, no tree mortality data are available for comparison to the NDVI loss metrics. In terms of hectares affected, the peak of aspen decline in the ADS data occurred in 2009–2010 (883 ha), which corresponded to the peak NDVI loss for POTR in 2008–2010.

Sources of Error

Undoubtedly, many of the polygons in the study area changed dramatically since 2001, the year the photography used in stand interpretation was collected, and thus the classification should be used cautiously. For example, a stand classified as PICO in 2001 may have had sufficient PICO mortality to be classed as a PIEN-dominant polygon in 2012. Some of this error is due to the stand being classified on the map as a polygon. The accuracy of the photo-interpreted stand variables (dominant overstory species, size class, canopy cover) used in the classification was not assessed, and errors would affect our results. The stand variables are linked
with the stand boundaries as the interpreter defines homogenous vegetation conditions and then classifies the structure and species attributes within this area. This process is inherently subjective; interpreters rely heavily on their local knowledge. Accuracy assessments of photo-interpreted data are rare (Congalton and Green 2009); however, validation by another qualified interpreter and field visits would perhaps improve the stand layer and increase confidence in its use. This validation is expected to be conducted in 2016 with both ground truth and high-resolution multispectral imagery.

Of particular importance when comparing ADS mortality or defoliation estimates to changes detected with remote sensing is the potential variation in the aggregation of damaged trees within an ADS polygon. Some observers tend to aggregate dispersed pockets of damage into one large low-intensity polygon (“lumpers”), whereas others may identify each of the small pockets individually (“splitters”) (McConnell et al. 2000). These approaches yield different results, especially in terms of acres affected. To minimize this issue, we compared NDVI loss with trees killed rather than acres affected. However, we are making the assumption that the trees killed are distributed uniformly within the ADS polygon, which usually is not the case. Error is then introduced when these data are aggregated spatially—the stand may be in the portion of the ADS polygon that contains little or no damage. Aerial estimates of trees killed per hectare (TPha) are also subject to error. Observers are trained to map only current-year damage, which is difficult when one is mapping 15 to 30 acres per second (Backsen and Howell 2013). ADS data have been shown to underestimate damage intensity (TPha) (Meddens et al. 2012) probably because of mid and understory trees not being visible to the observer. This does not affect our overall results, which document the trend of NDVI to track insect and disease damage, but would if we were attempting to quantitatively relate NDVI loss to TPha. Comparing stand maps of mean NDVI loss and mean cumulative TPha for the study period (fig. 3) shows areas of agreement and disagreement between the two metrics.

**MODIS Data Issues**

Our estimates of disturbance using these remote sensing methods are likely to be conservative because of the number of pixels identified as low quality in the NDVI MAX data (17 percent). These pixels were masked out in our process because they had insufficient data to calculate an NDVI MAX value, thus any NDVI loss associated with these pixels was not accounted for in the results. Future work may include assigning data values to these pixels based on an average of neighboring pixels and researching other sources for NDVI MAX data.
MODIS data are optimal for assessments at regional and larger extents, but this study showed inherent problems when the granularity (pixel size) of the remotely sensed data is large relative to the size of the minimum mapping unit. More than 35 percent of the stands in our study area were smaller than a MODIS pixel (5.37 ha). Summarizing 250-m pixel values for vegetation polygons smaller than 20 ha should be avoided where possible given the potential of these classification units to include many partial pixels. Nevertheless, we believe that it is possible to have confidence in results with smaller analysis units if the population size and areal extent of the given class is accounted for. In this study we used a minimum population size of 10 polygons and sorted our classes by a mean of the NDVI loss rank and area rank. Another solution to this problem is to use a higher spatial resolution NDVI data source such as 30-m Landsat data, data from commercial vendors (IKONOS, WorldView) or high-resolution (< 1 m) airborne multispectral data (Coleman et al. 2011).

Drought Effects
As previously described, Colorado experienced extreme drought conditions from 2000 through 2003 (Spruce et al. 2011b). NDVI values are sensitive to foliar moisture, so we would expect to see substantial NDVI loss during this period. This was not seen in our results because our baseline year (2000) was the first drought year, therefore no drought-related NDVI loss was detected in 2002. If MODIS NDVI data were available prior to 2000 and these data were used as a baseline, then NDVI loss calculated would likely be much greater because the data taken prior to 2000 would precede the drought. Drought stress effects differ depending on the vegetation type. Understory shrubs, forbs, and grasses likely will exhibit a reduction in NDVI based on a 1-year water deficit, while conifers may not show the effects of a drought until the second or third year of sustained water deficit. Conversely, recovery from drought may be rapid with understory vegetation and slower in overstory conifers. Anderegg et al. (2015) reported that tree recovery from drought may take as long as 4 years. The relatively low NDVI loss seen in the biennial 2002–2004 period may have been caused by understory vegetation recovery (NDVI gain) in 2004 following the 2000–2003 drought, counteracting canopy NDVI reduction resulting from MPB and other damage agents. Normalizing the NDVI data with climate data has been shown to improve detection of trends in NDVI greenness (Nash et al. 2014). This approach may help reduce the influence of short- and long-term climate variations in NDVI response. This may be particularly important in the Interior West of the United States, where forest cover is open and dry relative to the temperate forests in the East. Other vegetation indices may be better suited to change detection in coniferous forests (Huete et al. 1997). A comprehensive study of the performance of these indices in detecting foliar change (phenological and insect and disease damage) is needed.
Biennial Analysis Periods

Our decision to calculate biennial rather than annual NDVI loss may also have led to an underestimation of MPB disturbance, particularly if the dynamics of MPB infestation in PICO is considered. Typically, PICO trees infested with MPB do not show foliar damage until the following spring when the needles exhibit chlorophyll degradation and take on a red color of remnant foliar pigments (red attack stage). Two to three years after infestation, depending on site conditions, these trees drop their needles and become gray snags (gray attack stage) (Safranyik 2004). Detection of NDVI loss at the gray attack stage may be confounded by the response of the understory to the increased availability of sunlight and increased visibility owing to the loss of overstory foliage. Spruce et al. (2011b) noted that while MPB-infested stands appear to have significant mortality, there is actually a substantial amount of green vegetation present given the MODIS pixel resolution. Our biennial approach may miss the more easily detectable red attack stage, especially on low-productivity sites, thus NDVI loss would be underestimated or otherwise different from the response due to red-attack forest. Dead gray forest with intact forest overstory canopy would still show a drop in NDVI compared to nondisturbed green forest canopies. Investigators have focused on using remote sensing approaches to mapping red attack, but studies focusing on gray attack are comparatively fewer in number (Wulder et al. 2006). Calculating annual loss should consider site-specific forest successional sequences, particularly if the analysis period is short (less than 10 years) or if the primary insect or disease mechanism is such that understory vegetation response could possibly compensate for the NDVI loss in the upper canopy. The biennial vs. annual time period for NDVI was believed to be more appropriate for comparison with ADS data.

Conclusions

Overall, our NDVI loss data are conservative for several reasons: (1) it is likely that drought recovery masked the NDVI loss resulting from insect and disease damage; (2) the use of biennial periods may have caused us to miss some MPB red attack mortality; (3) the existence of low-quality pixels in the MODIS NDVI MAX dataset for which we were unable to calculate NDVI loss; and (4) nonlinear saturation of NDVI may have hidden NDVI loss on high-biomass sites.

Our results using NDVI loss summarized by stand generally coincide with the ADS data, although comparisons should be interpreted cautiously because of the subjective nature of ADS and issues with spatial and temporal aggregation of both datasets. Neither of these datasets can be considered “truth,” so a discussion of accuracy is not relevant. Rather, they are two different ways of looking at the landscape, each with strengths and weaknesses. The ADS data provide damage estimates for
specific agents that remotely sensed data cannot provide, while remotely sensed data can provide more accurate areal estimates of damage, especially during widespread intense outbreaks that are difficult to map accurately from aircraft.

The framework we have presented here can provide rapid response products to help forest managers assess the structure and composition of stands affected by insect and disease disturbance outbreaks as well as plan for and prioritize forest stand monitoring. Additionally, these methods provide a synoptic view of the progression of an insect or disease outbreak across the landscape, which can help managers assess the size, dominant species, and condition (time since mortality) of standing dead timber to aid planning and salvage management efforts. After development of the base NDVI change layers for the western conterminous United States, these methods can be applied to any landscape with stand polygon data. Managers with local knowledge of the landscape should be enlisted to help with the interpretation phase.

Existing forest inventory methods are designed to characterize current vegetation conditions, but they provide little information on the history and extent of insect and disease disturbance. Forest Inventory and Analysis program data have been used to successfully characterize mortality at regional scales (Shaw et al. 2005, Thompson 2009). The techniques described in this report provide an alternative to aerial surveys for characterizing mortality at subregional scales and have the advantage of quick delivery of temporal and spatial distributions of mortality by stand—the analysis unit for forest management information systems.

Future work to enhance these methods includes investigating higher resolution NDVI loss data sources, and development of methods to normalize NDVI data with climate and weather data.
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**English Equivalents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When you know:</th>
<th>Multiply by:</th>
<th>To find:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centimeters (cm)</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meters (m)</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meters (m)</td>
<td>1.094</td>
<td>Yards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hectares (ha)</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>Acres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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